






--+ What Qualities Make up a Good Website? 

-+What Happens When Someone Visits a "Bad" Website? 

-+What Makes a "Good" Website vs. a "Bad" Website? 

Beginning with Design 

You might know a thing or two about web design, but when you're just starting out, web design can seem like a vast, 

complicated world full of mysteries. Even seasoned pros can use a reminder of some simple tips for beginner web design -

it's easy to get caught up in an assumptive mindset! 

We're here to clear up some myths and misconceptions and identify solutions to common web design problems. 

--+Beginner web design FAQs 

Optimizing Your Website 

Once you have a good website, consider how to optimize it. Did you know that Google takes over 200 factors into account 

when creating rankings for its search results? Seriously! 

Are you wondering how to earn a first-page rank when so many huge websites seem to have staked claim on the prime real 

estate? 

Fear not - it can be difficult for small businesses to practice quality SEO, but it's not impossible. These SEO tips for small 

businesses can drastically improve your Google rank through the power of content marketing and optimization. 

--+4 SEO Tips for Small Businesses 

Chapter 3: Content Creation 

Here's the big daddy. Truth is, everything above, once it's done, is fairly hands off 

for a while. Content though? Never ending. 

I'm sure you've heard the phrase "Those who can't do, teach." 

In today's world that couldn't be farther from the truth. Today, those who CAN do, 

teach - and it's how they win! The best experts and entrepreneurs market their 

businesses by putting out valuable content that teaches their audience how to 

overcome challenges and solve problems. 

It's impossible to become a thought leader and known publicly as an expert 

without sharing your expertise and teaching those who can benefit and want to 

learn. Both within their business and externally to clients and the community at 

large, business owners are winning by teaching what they're good at and helping 

others gain value from their knowledge. 

Content should be an ongoing exercise for as many people at your company as is 

possible. Think about all the different expertise that you have on your team and 

create a content plan. 

-+Who are you writing for? The customer journey approach 

Keywords 

Identify keywords you want to rank for, things your audience is searching for, and 

compile them in a spreadsheet. There are a lot of ways to approach this, but one 

of my favorites is just to start typing a word, like "content marketing", into Google 
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Automated emails can be a huge help in this process. For example, a user who 

downloads an eBook can receive an automated series of emails persuading them 

to download a second eBook or view another piece of ungated content. The idea is 

that by offering them content valuable to them, you can push them further down 

the funnel. Additionally this works as a way to qualify people. Someone who is 

interested in two or more pieces of content shows that there is a really good 

chance what you are offering is a sales fit for them. 

This approach is leveraging the Inbound process. It's important you don't jump 

straight from Awareness to sending Decision Stage content about your company. 

That veers way too close to the old-fashioned method of cold-call sales. This 

process instead is focused on generating interest and letting people qualify 

themselves as they learn about your products and services. With content 

marketing you are looking to position yourself as a thought leader building 

credibility over time. Then, when they need what you are offering, you are top of 

mind and have built the trust that makes the sales process smoother. 

In short, having a great website is important, but once the engagement starts you 

have to continue to create opportunities for those interested people to connect 

with you and learn from you. 

-+How Do I Turn A Website Visitor Into A Customer 

Chapter 4: Website Development FAQs 

We'll finish things off with just answering some common questions we get from our web clients. We hope that these 

responses will be of value to you as you embark on a new website or update an old one. 

► Why Do My Brand Colors Look Different Sometimes? 

► How Do I Know If I Can Trust A Website? 

► What is FTP? 

► What is Hosting? 

► What Website Development Related Platforms Do We Use? 

► What Do We Recommend For Payment Processing And Why? 

► What Is Bootstrap? 

► How Long Does It Take A Website To Rank On Google? 

► How long does it take to build a website? 

Conclusion 

To review, focus on first performing a website audit of your current site. Understand your goals and what you'd like your site 

to be doing. From there, you can move in to creating a new site or revamping your current site with these goals in mind. Don't 

forget to optimize a long the way and pay special attention to how your audience will use your site, letting that information 

inform both your design and content. Think about your content as fluid and agile, not static, and revisit it often to ensure 

relevancy. If you get stuck on all the website lingo, check our website FAQs, there here to help, and so are we! 

Looking for a Strategic Partner? 

We Would Love to Learn More About Your Business 
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